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April 1, 2020 

The Honorable Brian J. Moran  

Secretary of Public Safety and Homeland Security 

Commonwealth of Virginia 

P. O. Box 1475 

Richmond, VA 23218 

 

RE: Critical Infrastructure, Services and Workers 

 

Dear Secretary Moran: 

 

I am writing on behalf of the Virginia Aviation Business Association to provide comment and request 

clarification and retraction related to Virginia’s flight schools ability to operate in light of Governor 

Northam’s Executive Orders (EO) 53 and 55. This week, by way of its website, the Virginia 

Department of Aviation publicly notified flight schools that dual instruction in small aircraft is not 

allowed by EO 55.  The Department’s rationale is that since it is not possible to be six feet apart in a 

small aircraft, dual instruction in small aircraft is prohibited. 

 

This interpretation of EO 53 and 55 will have significant unintended consequences for aviation in the 

Commonwealth.  In order to be licensed to fly an aircraft in Virginia, a pilot must maintain “currency,” 

that is, the pilot must undergo a course of training that demonstrates his or her continued ability safely 

to pilot an aircraft.  An important element of this course of training includes dual instruction in small 

aircraft conducted at a flight school.  A pilot who is unable to complete this course of training due to 

the Department of Aviation’s interpretation of EO 55 is legally unable to fly an aircraft in Virginia or 

anywhere else.  As time goes by, more and more pilots in Virginia will lose currency.  These pilots will 

be unavailable for search and rescue, medical evacuation, delivery of essential supplies, and other 

missions requiring aircraft.  At the same time, new pilots cannot be trained to fly.  While it is 

impossible to say how many aviation missions will have to be scrubbed due to lack of training 

facilities, the potential disruption is very great, and the Commonwealth may take a long time to 

recover. 

It is VABA’s contention that EO55 does not prevent training of this nature. EO 53 recognizes that it 

may not always be possible to adhere to social distancing recommendations in the operation of a 

business, specifying that this adherence to social distancing “to the extent possible.”  EO55 specifically 

states a resident may travel to and from an educational institution such as an FAA recognized flight 

school.  Furthermore, flight schools have been recognized as Essential Critical Infrastructure by the 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 

 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 

(CISA), in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private sector, issued guidance that 

included an initial list of ‘Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers’ to help State and local officials as 

they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health 

and safety, as well as economic and national security.  

http://www.thevaba.org/
https://doav.virginia.gov/calendar-and-news/news/2020/dual-instruction-in-small-aircraft-no-allowed-by-executive-order-55/
https://doav.virginia.gov/calendar-and-news/news/2020/dual-instruction-in-small-aircraft-no-allowed-by-executive-order-55/
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According to CISA, the Transportation Systems Sector consists of the several key sub-sectors, or 

modes. In aviation, that includes aircraft, air traffic control systems, airports, heliports, and landing 

strips. Virginia is home to 57 general aviation and 6 commercial service airports. Additionally, the 

aviation mode includes commercial and recreational aircraft (manned and unmanned) and a wide 

variety of support services, such as aircraft repair stations, fueling facilities, navigation aids, charter 

operations and flight schools. 

 

On March 19, 2020, CISA listed the following Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers from the 

Transportation and Logistics Sector: 

 

• Employees who repair and maintain vehicles, aircraft, rail equipment, marine vessels, and the 

equipment and infrastructure that enables operations that encompass movement of cargo and 

passengers.    

• Air transportation employees, including air traffic controllers, ramp personnel, aviation 

security, and aviation management.    

 

Additionally, CISA listed Other Community-Based Government Operations and Essential Functions as 

follows:   

 

• Workers who support necessary credentialing, vetting and licensing operations for 

transportation workers.   

 

On March 19, 2020, Gregory Winton, who served as a Senior Attorney for the Federal Aviation 

Administration and the U.S. Department of Justice and now operates The Aviation Law Firm located 

in Annapolis, MD, submitted a memorandum  to the Department of Homeland Security's CISA’s 

Director, Christopher C. Krebs, reflecting the understanding of the aviation stakeholder community 

regarding CISA’s guidance:  

 

“The aviation sub-sector stakeholders involved with operation of recreational aircraft and flight 

schools, who employ Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers from the Transportation Sector, 

support necessary credentialing, vetting and licensing operations for transportation workers seeking 

pilot certification by the Federal Aviation Administration.” The memorandum continued, “Since 

CISA intended to be overly inclusive to reflect the diversity of industries, the aviation mode 

stakeholders understand that essential employees involved with the operation of recreational aircraft 

and flight schools continue to be identified as Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers from the 

Transportation Sector.” 

 

EO53 and EO55 clearly spell out instruction and guidance for businesses other than retail, saying that, 

“to the extent possible, they should adhere to social distancing recommendations, enhanced sanitizing 

practices on common surfaces, and other appropriate workplace guidance from state and federal 

authorities while in operations.”  The language clearly identifies preferable practice and recognizes that 

http://www.thevaba.org/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001q7T_tEn_z_yYOXhyEAWH5FMeIxuB_tbE3jenrvEuReUorjeuJ18kNehBLMYnOXrqqz4MciAruTWp9UPcdzlcGZa4nNgCNKpVKO3g_mFe_TnOvul_1I1NHd5nGiRbUE1cm7mSSCmZKS2LxqkbccquAQp1jFtnrGh-&c=_kH8yI32aNXjm2MPRjYc43gfqcyyGNNKhWl5kH9tUvvZ13WZNvGCgA==&ch=C7o5CDL2ARVc_YD0yIJUcx4FnBc7PUywJU6oo-83-IkHJwRrVJv6Ow==
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maintaining six feet or greater is not always practical and that there are best practices allowing 

individuals to practice precautionary measures. 

 

The VABA believes the department has misinterpreted EO55 and not considered language noted in 

EO53 which specifically notes that social distancing is to be adhered to, to the extent possible as well 

as CISA guidance. An immediate consequence of this order is that it is being reflected up throughout 

the aviation community, including the FAA.  I would note that on March 25th, 2020 the FAA offered a 

memorandum for FAA Designated Pilot Examiners (DPE) to authorize continued testing of pilots 

under FAA guidelines even in the case of expiration of oversight or training requirements unless a 

specific DPE has been contacted by their managing specialist and asked to stop for non-currency 

related causes. The inference of this memorandum is that the FAA has, in no way or at this time, asked 

DPEs to terminate testing of applicants for pilot certifications unless a state takes a stronger action. 

Only at that time will the Flight Standards District Office (FSDO) enforce a more stringent position.  

 

Specifically, the memorandum offers DPEs the ability to continue testing in the event required re-

currency training or oversight has not been able to be provided by the FAA during this national 

emergency. The Richmond FSDO, apparently acting on the DOAV website posting has sent out a 

memorandum to all DPE’s in Virginia stating that they could not conduct check rides in Virginia as a 

result of EO55.  Consequently, all DPE and FAA conducted check rides have been cancelled. This is a 

direct contradiction to CISA guidance. The functions performed by DPEs are the critical workers that 

perform and support necessary credentialing, vetting and licensing operations for transportation 

workers. These functions cannot occur, and transportation workers cannot be properly vetted and 

licensed as a result of the department’s actions. 

 

Virginia’s aviation community and the essential and critical workers within this community take 

COVID-19 seriously. All Virginia flight schools are adhering to strict policies and precautions that 

include standard briefings before beginning a flight. The policy includes: 

  

• Stay at home if sick. 

• Remind crewmembers to immediately report a fever, cough, or any difficulty breathing.  

• Check in with crewmembers periodically to make sure they continue to self-monitor and are 

not symptomatic.  

• Ensure crewmembers are asymptomatic before they board a flight.  

• Review procedure in case of (suspected) contamination on board. [FAA] 

• When in doubt of an instructor or a pilot, don’t fly. 

• Wash your hands with soap and water, for twenty seconds before and after a flight. 

• Do not touch your face, eyes, nose and mouth. 

• Ground school should be taught remotely. 

• Provide hygiene kits with every flight dispatch for the purposes of wiping down the controls, 

switches, consoles, seats, armrests after every flight.  

 

http://www.thevaba.org/
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Aviation, whether commercial aviation or general aviation, remains a core component of the national 

emergency response, providing logistics support when needed, particularly to isolated communities 

that are difficult or impossible to access by land or sea. It is critical that as a nation and as Virginia, we 

do not shut down essential training because of an overly protective interpretation of policy intent. The 

department’s interpretation has and will continue to cause unnecessary irreparable harm to an already 

suffering industry that is unquestionably considered essential and critical.  

 

In consideration of what is defined by CISA as essential critical infrastructure workers, combined with 

EO53 and EO55, the VABA requests clarification that the executive order does not prevent a Virginia 

flight school from providing one-on-one in cockpit flight training, and that pilots may travel to and 

from the flight school to participate in training.  

 

The VABA strongly urges the Virginia Department of Aviation and the Office of the Secretary of 

Transportation to reconsider their decision, as pilot training and maintaining the testing pipeline for our 

nation's transportation needs is, in fact, quite critical. Further, we request the department immediately 

notify the FSDO of guidance retraction and formally request that FSDO to authorize DPEs to conduct 

check rides and all other activities necessary for the proper vetting, credentialing and licensing of pilots 

in Virginia.  

 

I am available, as are our aviation professionals, to discuss the aviation community’s response and 

involvement. Let there be no doubt, the response to COVID-19 must be serious and we must all be 

vigilant. However, we believe we can be responsible and prevent further COVID-19 transmission 

without destroying critical aviation infrastructure and security needs in the process. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Daniel G. Oakey 

President 

 

 

CC. The Honorable Shannon Valentine, Secretary of Transportation, Commonwealth of Virginia 

 The Honorable Shawn Talmadge, Assistant Secretary of Public Safety and Homeland Security 

Mark Flynn, Director, Virginia Department of Aviation 

 Mike Mickel, Chairman, Virginia Aviation Business Association 

Ed Bolen, President, NBAA 

Mark Baker, President, Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association 

Timothy Obitts, President, NATA 

Barry Duval, President, Virginia Chamber of Commerce 

Keith Holt, President Virginia Airport Operator’s Council 

 

http://www.thevaba.org/

